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Abstract
Using the Hopf fibration and starting from a four dimensional noncommutative
Moyal plane, R2θ × R2θ, we obtain a star-product for the noncommutative (fuzzy) R3λ
defined by [xi, xj ] = iλǫijkx
k. Furthermore, we show that there is a projection function
which allows us to reduce the functions on R3λ to that of the fuzzy sphere, and hence
we introduce a new star-product on the fuzzy sphere. We will then briefly discuss how
using our method one can extract information about the field theory on fuzzy sphere
and R3λ from the corresponding field theories on R
2
θ × R2θ space.
1 Introduction and Preliminaries
In the past two years, motivated by string theory [1], the theories on noncommutative Moyal
plane has been extensively studies (for a review see [2]). The Moyal plane can be defined
through the functions of operator valued coordinates Xˆ i satisfying
[Xˆ i, Xˆj] = iΘij , i = 1, · · · , d , (1.1)
where Θij is a constant anti-symmetric tensor. We will denote such spaces by RdΘ. Let us
restrict ourselves to the noncommutative spaces (not space-times) and take d = 3. In this
case, always there exists a rotation which reduces the non-zero components of Θij to two
∗,
e.g. Θ12 = −Θ21 = θ and therefore R3Θ ≃ R2θ × R. As the first generalization of the Moyal
plane one may consider Θij to be linearly X dependent, i.e.
[Xˆ i, Xˆj] = iλǫijkXˆk , i = 1, 2, 3 . (1.2)
We will denote this space by the R3λ. It has been shown that these spaces can also arise
within string theory [3, 4, 5, 6]. The Eq.(1.2) resembles the su(2) algebra whose generators
are Xˆ
i
λ
. In fact in general Xˆ i’s are in reducible representations of su(2). The irreducible
representations of that algebra given by (2J + 1)× (2J + 1) hermitian matrices, will reduce
the R3λ to what is called the fuzzy sphere, S
2
λ,J [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]
†. In other words the fuzzy
sphere S2λ,J is determined by the algebra (1.2) subjected to
3∑
i=1
Xˆ2i = λ
2J(J + 1) , (1.3)
i.e. the radius of the fuzzy sphere is given by λ
√
J(J + 1). Therefore the full R3λ can be
obtained when we consider the set of fuzzy spheres with all possible radii: R3λ =
∑∞
J=0 S
2
λ,J .
We should warn the reader that R3λ in the λ→ 0 limit will not reduce to R3 [8]. This will be
seen more explicitly in section 2 (and in particular subsection 2.3). It has been shown that
the fuzzy sphere in certain limits can be reduced to the commutative sphere S2 and also the
Moyal plane R2θ [14].
In order to formulate physics on noncommutative spaces, one should be able to pass
to the language of fields (functions) instead of operators, where the algebra of operators is
∗We would like to comment that this is not always possible for the compact noncommutative three
manifolds such as noncommutative three torus.
†Recently there have been a complete review over the field [13].
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translated to the algebra of functions on a proper space, though with a product different from
the usual product of functions. This product is usually called star-product. In fact there
exists a one-to-one correspondence (called Weyl correspondence) between the operators and
the functions [15, 16]: given an operator Of
Of =
∫
dk eik·Xˆ f˜(k) , (1.4)
the corresponding function is‡
f(x) =
∫
dk eik·xf˜(k) . (1.5)
Then, the algebra of Xˆ will induce a star product on functions:
Of · Og =
∫
dkdp eik·Xˆeip·Xˆ f˜(k)g˜(p)
=
∫
dkdp ei(k+p)·Xˆ−
i
2
kipj [Xˆi,Xˆj ]+···f˜(k)g˜(p) . (1.6)
For the case of Moyal plane, the above Hausdorff expansion terminates and then we obtain
the so-called Moyal star product
Of · Og ←→ f ⋆ g = eiΘ
ij ∂
∂xi
∂
∂yj f(x)g(y)|x=y . (1.7)
It is easy to check that xi ⋆ xj = xixj + i
2
Θij and hence {xi, xj} = xi ⋆ xj − xj ⋆ xi = iΘij .
In running the above Weyl-Moyal machinery we have implicitly assumed that
eik·Xˆ ←→ eik·x or equivalently eik·x = (e⋆)ik·x = 1 + ik · x− 1
2!
(k · x) ⋆ (k · x) + · · · .
However, to obtain the algebra (1.1) we do not necessarily need to impose this condition
(which is in fact a special way of ordering, the Weyl ordering). More explicitly one can define
infinitely many star-products all resulting in the same algebra. For example, in Eq. (1.7) if
we add a general symmetric matrix to Θij we will find the same algebra as before. This is
equivalent to taking
xi ⋆ xj = xixj +
i
2
Θij + Aij , (1.8)
where Aij ’s are constants and Aij = Aji. In fact, the above generalized star products
correspond to different ways of ordering in the operator language. For the R2θ case if we
choose Aij = L
2
δij (this is always possible with a proper rotation), we will obtain a new star
product in which
(e⋆)ik·x = eik·xe−Lk
2/4 . (1.9)
‡We only consider the functions which admit the Fourier expansion.
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More precisely, different star products of (1.9) resulting from different orderings can be
related by introducing the proper weight functions into the ”Tr” over the algebra (which in
the Moyal case is simply integral over the whole space). Physically this means that instead
of the usual simple waves we are expanding our fields in terms of wave packets of the width√
L/2. It is easy to show that the above star product will lead exactly to the same field
theory results as the Moyal star product. More explicitly different noncommutative versions
of a given field theory (corresponding to different star-products resulting from different Aij ’s)
are all related by a field redefinition §.
Another natural way of ordering arises if instead of Fourier expansion we use the Laurent
expansion of the functions and the corresponding harmonic oscillator basis [17]. Let us
consider R2θ and define
z =
x1 + ix2√
2θ
, (1.10)
then [z, z¯]⋆ = 1. Any function f(x
1, x2) can be expanded as
f(z, z¯) =
∑
n,m
fmnz¯
mzn . (1.11)
Now replacing z and z¯ by harmonic oscillator creation and annihilation operators a and
a† we will obtain the corresponding operator which is ”normal ordered”. We will show in
section 2 that this normal ordering yields in the following star product:
z ⋆ z¯ = zz¯ + 1 , z¯ ⋆ z = zz¯ , (1.12)
which exactly corresponds to Eq. (1.8) with Aij = θ
2
δij.
In order to study field theories on the R3λ we need to build the corresponding star product.
Along the above arguments, depending on the ordering we use for the operators we will find
various star products on R3λ (and similarly on S
2
λ,J). If we take the Weyl ordering (i.e.
imposing the condition (e⋆)ik·x = eik·x) we will end up with the following star product
xi ⋆ xj = xixj +
iλ
2
ǫijkxk . (1.13)
However, this star product is not so convenient for doing field theory on R3λ (it is suitable for
perturbative expansions in powers of λ). In this work using the normal ordering of operators
on the Moyal plane, we obtain a new star product on R3λ. To obtain the star product we
start with a four dimensional Moyal plane, R2θ ×R2θ, parameterized by z1, z2 and choose the
§We are grateful to L. Susskind for a discussion on this point.
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star product induced by the normal ordering. Recalling the Hopf firbration for R3λ [13], we
show that the algebra of operators on R3λ (for λ = θ) is equivalent to a sub-algebra of the
functions on R2θ × R2θ which are invariant under z1 → eiαz1 and z2 → eiαz2, or equivalently
R3λ ≃ (R2θ×R2θ)/S1. In this way one can read off the form of the star product in R3λ induced
by the star product on the four dimensional Moyal plane. In other words there exists a
dictionary which allows us to translate R3λ, the algebra of functions and hence the field
theory on that, into that of R2θ × R2θ. As we discussed, the representations of the R3λ can
be understood as a sum of irreducible representations on fuzzy spheres with different radii.
We show that there is a projection operator, PJ , which projects the functions on R
3
λ on the
S2λ,J . Hence we can extend our dictionary to translate the field theories on the fuzzy sphere
in four dimensional field theories on the Moyal plane.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we first review the harmonic oscillator
basis and coherent states and then use this basis to extract a new star product on the Moyal
plane. We use this star product to read off the induced star product on the R3λ. We also
show how the operators (and functions) and in particular the derivative operators on R3λ are
related to the four dimensional operators (and functions). In section 3, we introduce the
projection operator PJ which enables us to single out an irreducible (2J + 1) × (2J + 1)
dimensional representation out of the algebra of functions on the R3λ. We have moved some
other useful identities involving PJ to the Appendices. In section 4, we discuss how using
our dictionary the field theories on R3λ and the fuzzy sphere can be studied through field
theories on the four dimensional Moyal plane. The last section contains our conclusions and
discussions.
2 Star Product On R3λ
In this section, first we will review and generalize the star product deduced from coherent
states [8, 11, 18] and then we will construct the star product on fuzzy three-dimensional
vector space R3λ and its projection on the fuzzy spheres with given radius.
The sphere can be interpreted as the Hopf fibration
S3 = {~z ∈ C2; z¯z = ρ2} → S2 = {x = (x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3} (2.1)
with
xi =
1
2
z¯ασ
i
αβzβ , i = 1, 2, 3 (2.2)
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where the bar denotes complex conjugation and σi’s are Pauli matrices. In this approach
fields are functions of complex variables zα, z¯α, α = 1, 2. The relation z¯z = ρ
2 leads to∑
i(x
i)2 = x0
2
, with
x0 =
1
2
z¯αzα . (2.3)
Since xi’s are invariant under the transformation
z → eiα z , z¯ → e−iα z¯ ,
the above Hopf fibration can be viewed as coordinates on S2 = CP 1 ≡ S3/U(1).
To get a noncommutative version of the above Hopf fibration it is enough to make the
coordinates zα and z¯α be noncommutative: [zα, z¯β]⋆ = δαβ (with the ⋆-product defined in
Eq.(1.12)). Then the corresponding operator language is obtained by replacing coordinates
zα and z¯α with the creation and annihilation operators of a two dimensional harmonic oscil-
lator aα and a
†
α
[aα, a
†
β] = δαβ.
We note that the coordinates zα are scaled so that they are dimensionless (as in Eq.(1.10))
and hence θ is scaled to one. However, θ can always be reintroduced on a dimensional
analysis.
Given
Xˆ i =
1
2
a†ασ
i
αβaβ (2.4)
it is straightforward to show that
[Xˆ i, Xˆj] = iǫijkXˆk ,
(if we reintroduce θ, the above will become [Xˆ i, Xˆj] = iθǫijkXˆk). This is the key observation
which relates R2θ ×R2θ to the R3λ (with λ = θ). In this section using the above realization we
obtain an explicit form of the star product on R3λ.
2.1 Coherent States
Let |n1, n2〉 represent the energy eigenstates of the two-dimensional harmonic oscillators
whose creation and annihilation operators a†α and aα, (α = 1, 2), satisfy the above commu-
tation relations. To any vector ~z ∈ C2 one can assign a coherent state
|z1, z2〉 ≡ |~z〉 = e− zz2 ezαa
†
α |0, 0〉 (2.5)
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where z¯z = z¯αzα. The coherent states |~z〉 are normalized 〈~z|~z〉 = 1, form an (overcomplete)
basis for the Hilbert space H and are eigenstates of the annihilation operators aα|~z〉 = zα|~z〉.
They are not orthonormal but satisfy
〈~η|~z〉 = e− η¯η2 − z¯z2 +η¯z. (2.6)
The completeness relation reads ∫
dµ(z¯, z)|~z〉〈~z| = 1 , (2.7)
where dµ(z¯, z) = 1
π2
dz¯1dz1dz¯2dz2 is the measure on the two-dimensional complex plane C
2.
To any operator fˆ belonging to the algebra Aˆ4 generated by the creation and annihilation
operators, we can associate a function f(~z,~¯z) belonging to the algebra of functions on R2θ×R2θ
denoted by A4 and generated by zα and z¯α as
〈~z|fˆ |~z〉 = f(~z,~¯z). (2.8)
Then the product of operators corresponds to an associative star product of the correspond-
ing functions as
(f ⋆ g)(~z,~¯z) = 〈~z|fˆ gˆ|~z〉 =
∫
dµ(η¯, η)〈~z|fˆ |~η〉〈~η|gˆ|~z〉. (2.9)
To get the explicit form of the star product (2.9), following [18] we introduce the trans-
lation operators
e−zα
∂
∂ηα
+ηα
∂
∂zα f(~z,~¯z) =
〈~z|fˆ |~η〉
〈~z|~η〉 =: e
(ηα−zα)
∂
∂zα : f(~z,~z) (2.10)
where : : means that the derivatives are ordered to the right in each term in the Taylor
expansion of the exponential. Substituting (2.10) into (2.9) and performing the integration
we obtain
(f ⋆ g)(~z,~¯z) = f(~z,~¯z) exp
←−
∂
∂zα
−→
∂
∂z¯α
g(~z,~¯z). (2.11)
This is a new star product which is resulting from the normal ordering in the operator
language. We note that this ⋆-product is different from the Moyal star product [18].
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Besides the coherent states |zα〉 we have the usual two dimensional harmonic oscillator
basis |n1, n2〉
|n1, n2〉 = (a
†
1)
n1√
(n1)!
(a†2)
n2√
(n2)!
|0, 0〉 .
However, it turns out that for our purpose (reduction of the four dimensional algebra to that
of R3λ) it is more convenient to use the Schwinger basis:
|j,m〉 = (a
†
1)
j+m√
(j +m)!
(a†2)
j−m√
(j −m)! |0, 0〉 (2.12)
where j = 0, 1
2
, 1, ....∞ and m runs by integer steps over the range −j ≤ m ≤ j. The
coherent state can be expanded in the |j,m〉 basis
|~z〉 =
∞∑
j=0
e−
zz
2√
(2j)!
m=j∑
m=−j
zj+m1 z
j−m
2
√
C2jj+m |j,m〉 (2.13)
with C2jj+m =
(2j)!
(j+m)!(j−m)!
.
Now we consider the sub-algebra Aˆ3 ⊂ Aˆ4 generated by Xˆ i, whose corresponding sub-
algebra of functions A3 ⊂ A4 is generated by xi = 12 z¯ασiαβzβ . Noting that Xˆ0 (Xˆ0(Xˆ0+1) =∑
i (Xˆ
i)
2
) commutes with all Xˆ i’s (i.e. [Xˆ0, fˆ(Xˆ i)] = 0 for any function fˆ), one can define
the Aˆ3 algebra as the sub-algebra of Aˆ4 whose elements are commuting with Xˆ0, i.e.
∀fˆ(a†, a) ∈ Aˆ4 , [Xˆ0, fˆ ] = 0 =⇒ fˆ ∈ Aˆ3 . (2.14)
At the level of functions the commutator with Xˆ0 corresponds to the derivative operator L0:
i[Xˆ0, fˆ ] ←→ L0f ≡ i
2
(z¯α∂¯α − zα∂α)f(z, z¯) . (2.15)
Therefore, the elements of the algebra A3 are functions of zα and z¯α subjected to L0f(z, z¯) =
0. We would like to stress that the operator L0 is in fact a derivative operator with respect
to the star product (2.11):
L0(f ⋆ g) = (L0f) ⋆ g + f ⋆ (L0g) , (2.16)
and hence the sub-algebra A3 is closed under the star product (2.11), i.e. , f, g ∈ A3 then
f ⋆ g ∈ A3. Using this property and the fact that all the elements of A3 can be represented
as functions of xi and x0, one can rewrite the star product of (2.11) in terms of xi’s and their
derivatives. To start with, we recall that
∂
∂zα
=
1
2
z¯βσ
i
βα
∂
∂xi
,
∂
∂z¯α
=
1
2
∂
∂xi
σiαβzβ . (2.17)
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Note that the above expressions are only true when derivatives are acting on the functions
in A3. Now using the relation
z¯βσ
i
βασ
j
αρzρ = 2(δ
ijx0 + iǫijkxk) ,
we obtain the desired star product in terms of the coordinates xi
(f ⋆ g)(~x) = exp
[
1
2
(δijx0 + iǫijkxk)
∂
∂ui
∂
∂vj
]
f(~u)g(~v)
∣∣∣
u=v=x
, (2.18)
for any functions f, g ∈ A3. Note that the exponential in the expression of the star product
(2.18) should be understood by its Taylor expansion. We would like to stress that our new
star product (2.18), similar to that of Eq.(2.11) is associative. From Eq.(2.18), it follows
that
xi ⋆ xj = xixj +
1
2
(δijx0 + iǫijkxk) (2.19)
x0 ⋆ xi = x0xi +
1
2
xi (2.20)
x0 ⋆ x0 = x0(x0 +
1
2
) , (2.21)
where we have used the fact that x0 =
√
xixi and hence ∂x
0
∂xi
= x
i
x0
. To show the relations
(2.20) and (2.21) one can use the following equivalent definition
(f ⋆ g)(xi, x0) = f
(
xi +
1
2
(δijx0 + iǫijkxk)
∂
∂yj
, x0 +
1
2
xi
∂
∂yi
)
g(yi, y0)
∣∣∣
y=x
.
The above is valid for any function which admit Taylor expansion. Using (2.19) it is easy to
check that
[xi, xj]⋆ = iǫ
ijkxk . (2.22)
Furthermore,
[x0, xi]⋆ = 0 ,
δijx
i ⋆ xj = ~x ⋆ ~x = x0 ⋆ (x0 + 1).
The equation (2.22) shows that the algebra A3 equipped with the star product (2.18) can
be viewed as an algebra of functions on the R3λ endowed with a Euclidean metric δij. It is
easy to see that the star product (2.18) is invariant under the classical SO(3) group. This
SO(3) symmetry of R3λ is the residual symmetry of the Poisson structure in R
2
θ × R2θ which
is Usp(1)× Usp(1) moded out by the U(1) factor. We would like to note that, as it is clear
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from our construction, there are two ways for computing the star product of any functions
of xi’s, to use definition (2.18) or, to consider function as functions of zα and z¯α and use
(2.11); and of course the result would be the same.
It is worth noting that if instead of the four dimensional star product of (2.11) one uses
the usual Moyal star product, the reduction to a three dimensional star product which is
expressible only in terms of xi’s, unlike (2.18), will not have a simple form.
2.2 The Measure
To formulate field theory on R3λ we need to find the corresponding measure which should
depend only on xi’s and should be related to the four dimensional measure on R2θ×R2θ given
by
dµ(z, z¯) =
1
π2
dz¯1dz1dz¯2dz2. (2.23)
Let us write zα in a more convenient basis
z1 = R cos θ3e
iθ1 , z2 = R sin θ3e
iθ2 ,
with 0 ≤ θ3 ≤ π2 and 0 ≤ θα ≤ π. In this coordinate system the measure takes the form
dµ(z, z¯) =
1
(2π)2
R3dR sin 2θ3d2θ3dθ1dθ2 .
One can easily check that xi and x0 (and hence any function of them) depend only on R,
θ = 2θ3 and φ = θ2 − θ1. Therefore, without any loss of generality we can write∫
dµ(z, z¯)f(xi, x0) =
1
2π
∫ ∞
0
R3dR
∫ π
0
sin θdθ
∫ 2π
0
dφf(xi, x0), (2.24)
where we have performed the integration over θ2+θ1 which gives a factor of 2π. Remembering
that R2 = z¯z = 2x0, xi’s in this basis will be of the form
x1 = x0 sin θ cos φ, x2 = x0 sin θ sinφ, x3 = x0 cos θ,
with
∑
(xi)2 = (x0)2, which is the spherical coordinate basis. Finally the measure can be
expressed as∫
dµ(z, z¯)f(xi, x0) =
1
π
∫ ∞
0
x0dx0
∫ π
0
sin θdθ
∫ 2π
0
dφf(xi, x0) =
∫
d3x
πx0
f(xi, x0) . (2.25)
That is, the measure on R3λ differs from the usual d
3x in a factor of 1
x0
. This in particular
implies that the radial part of the line element for R3λ, which is the set of all possible fuzzy
spheres with different radii, is different from the usual R3. However, the measure on the
fuzzy sphere which is the angular part of the measure of R3λ remains the same as usual.
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3 Reduction to The Fuzzy Sphere
The fuzzy sphere, S2λ,J , following the discussions in the introduction, is defined as (2J +1)×
(2J + 1) irreducible representation of the su(2) algebra of R3λ. In this section, introducing a
proper projection operator, PˆJ , we show how the star product of functions on R
3
λ can also
be used as the star product on fuzzy sphere S2λ,J .
3.1 The Projection Operator, PˆJ
Let AˆJ denote the algebra of operators on the fuzzy sphere of radius J , S2λ,J (defined through
Eqs. (1.2), (1.3)). An arbitrary element of AˆJ , fˆJ , can be expanded in the Schwinger basis
for fixed J :
fˆJ =
J∑
m,m′=−J
fJm,m′ |J,m〉〈J,m′|, (3.1)
on the other hand the operator fˆ ∈ Aˆ3 can be written as ∗
fˆ =
∞∑
j=0
fˆj . (3.2)
Therefore to reduce the algebra Aˆ3 to that of S2λ,J , AˆJ , it is enough to project it as
fˆJ = Pˆ
†
J fˆ PˆJ , (3.3)
where
PˆJ =
J∑
m=−J
|J,m〉〈J,m| . (3.4)
It is easy to check that PˆJ is a (rank 2J + 1) projection operator, i.e.
Pˆ †J = PˆJ , PˆJ PˆK = δJKPˆK ,
∞∑
J=0
PˆJ = 1 . (3.5)
PˆJ can also be studied as an operator in Aˆ4. Noting the definition of the |j,m〉 basis
(Eq.(2.12)), it is straightforward to check that
aαPˆJ = PˆJ− 1
2
aα, a
†
αPˆJ = PˆJ+ 1
2
a†α (3.6)
∗Note that an arbitrary element of Aˆ4 can be expanded as fˆ =
∑
j,j′,m,m′ f
jj′
m,m′|j,m〉〈j′,m′|, while,
elements of Aˆ3 are of the form fˆ =
∑
j,m,m′ f
j
m,m′ |j,m〉〈j,m′|. The latter follows directly from the definition
of the Aˆ3 (Eq. (2.14)).
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and therefore
[a†βaα, PˆJ ] = 0 . (3.7)
From (3.6) we learn that the projected creation and annihilation operators are zero:
a†Jα = PˆJa
†
αPˆJ = 0 , aJα = PˆJaαPˆJ = 0 ,
and (3.7) results in
[Xˆ i, PˆJ ] = 0 , (3.8)
or equivalently PˆJ is only a function of Xˆ
0, and hence any function in Aˆ3 commutes with
PˆJ . (This can be used as another equivalent definition for Aˆ3.) Then,
fˆ ∈ Aˆ3, fˆJ = Pˆ †J fˆ PˆJ = fˆ PˆJ , (3.9)
and hence
AˆJ = PˆJAˆ3 = Aˆ3PˆJ = PˆJAˆ4PˆJ . (3.10)
The operator PˆJ can also be expanded in terms of the coherent states. First we recall
Eq.(2.13):
|~z〉 =
j=∞∑
j=0
|~z〉j , |~z〉j = e
− z¯z
2√
(2j)!
m=j∑
m=−j
zj+m1 z
j−m
2
√
C2jj+m|j,m〉 . (3.11)
We note that |~z〉j are orthogonal to each other ( j〈~z|~z〉k = 0 for any j 6= k) but not normalized
to one. With the definition of |~z〉j’s and Pˆj we have
Pˆj|~z〉 = |~z〉j (3.12)
and therefore
Pˆj =
∫
dµ(z¯z)|~z〉jj〈~z| . (3.13)
The above operator relations can be written in terms of functions and the corresponding
star products (2.11) or (2.18). However, we are interested in the explicit form of the function
corresponding to PˆJ . To obtain that one can use the coherent states:
〈~z|PˆJ |~z〉 = 1
(2J)!
e−z¯z(z¯z)2J =
1
(2J)!
e−2x
0
(2x0)2J = PJ(x
0) . (3.14)
Then Eq. (3.5) will read as
PJ(x
0) ⋆ PK(x
0) = δJKPK(x
0) (3.15)
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with the star product given in (2.18). To show this last equation we should expand PJ(x
0)
in powers of x0 and then use the following identity:
(x0)2l ⋆ PJ(x
0) = (x0)2lPJ−l, (3.16)
with PJ−l = 0 for J − l < 0. The proof is shown in the Appendix I.
3.2 More on the Projection Operator PJ
So far we have shown how using projection operator PJ , the algebra of functions on R
2
θ×R2θ
and on R3λ (A4 and A3 respectively) can be reduced to that of the fuzzy sphere, AJ defined
by Eq. (3.10). In this subsection we would like to elaborate more on the projection operator
PJ and its properties.
Let us define fj as
fj(z, z¯) = j〈~z|fˆ |~z〉j = 〈~z|Pˆj fˆ Pˆj|~z〉 = Pj ⋆ f ⋆ Pj , (3.17)
for any fˆ ∈ Aˆ4. It is clear that, by definition fj is a function in Aj. If we start with the
operators in Aˆ3 instead (i.e. fˆ ∈ Aˆ3) then
fj(x
i, x0) = 〈~z|fˆ Pˆj |~z〉 = f ⋆ Pj = Pj ⋆ f , (3.18)
and f(xi, x0) =
∑∞
j=0 fj(x
i, x0). With the above definition we have
(f ⋆ g)j = fj ⋆ gj
and
fj ⋆ gj′ = 0, j 6= j′ .
By a simple analysis one can show that the x-dependence of fj(x
i, x0) is of the form:
fj(x
i, x0) = f˜j(x˜
i)Pj(x
0) , (3.19)
where x˜i = x
i
x0
are the angular part of xi’s. In other words:
f˜j(x˜
i) = (f ⋆ Pj)/Pj . (3.20)
Here we will show some more identities involving Pj (some more are gathered in Appendix
I) which turns out to be useful in working out the field theory manipulations on the fuzzy
sphere. The generators of the algebra AJ are
xiJ = x
i ⋆ PJ(x
0) = xiPJ− 1
2
(x0) = Jx˜iPJ(x
0) . (3.21)
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x0 projected on the S2λ,J , as we expect gives the radius J , i.e.
x0J = x
0 ⋆ PJ(x
0) = JPJ(x
0) . (3.22)
To evaluate the above star products either of (2.11) or (2.18) may be used. In the same way
one can show that:
[xiJ , x
j
J ]⋆ = [x
i, xj ]⋆ ⋆ PJ(x
0) = iǫijkxk ⋆ PJ(x
0) = iǫijkxkJ ,
[x0J , x
i
J ]⋆ = 0 ,
~xJ ⋆ ~xJ = δijx
i
J ⋆ x
j
J = J(J + 1)Pj(x
0) . (3.23)
Hence, xiJ can be viewed as coordinates of a sphere of a given radius J embedded into the
fuzzy space R3λ. Each sphere is described by the algebra of functions AJ ⊂ A3 generated
by xiJ . The spheres of different radii 0 ≤ J < ∞ fill the whole R3λ or in terms of algebras
⊕∞J=0AJ = A3. Finally we would like to present an important identity, the proof of which is
shown in the Appendix:
f(x˜i) ⋆ x0 = f(x˜i)x0 , (3.24)
where x˜i = x
i
x0
, and therefore any function of the angular coordinates x˜i commutes with any
function which only has a radial dependence. This is in fact what one intuitively expects as,
the radial coordinate x0 labels different representations of the su(2) algebra.
4 Field Theory on R3λ and The Fuzzy Sphere
In previous sections we have given the necessary mathematical tools to construct the R3λ and
the S2λ,J algebra of the operators, the algebra of functions and the star product on them, in
terms of the four dimensional Moyal-plane, R2θ×R2θ. In addition, introducing the projection
operator, PJ , we discussed how the fuzzy sphere algebra is resulting from that of R
3
λ. In
this section as an application of our mathematical construction we show how the action of
field theories on R3λ and the fuzzy sphere are induced from the corresponding actions on the
Moyal plane. And hence we can deduce field theoretical information on R3λ and S
2
λ,J from
the more familiar and simpler case of the Moyal plane. However for reducing the actions,
besides what we have already introduced one should know what are the derivative operators
on R3λ in terms of the derivative operators on R
2
θ × R2θ. These derivatives are needed for
writing the kinetic terms of actions. In this section we show that the derivative along the
radial coordinate of R3λ, as we expect, is a discrete one.
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4.1 Derivative Operators
The derivative operators are generally operators which satisfy the Leibniz rule with respect
to star product:
D(f ⋆ g) = Df ⋆ g + f ⋆Dg .
In the Moyal plane, where the noncommutativity parameter is a constant, the usual ∂α and
∂¯α are proper derivative operators. However, it is easy to see that the usual ∂i =
∂
∂xi
are not
good derivatives with respect to the star product of (2.18). It is clear that, in the operator
language, any operator which acts as a commutator will satisfy the Leibniz rule. (In the
Moyal plane i.e., [aα, φˆ]←→ ∂¯αφ and [a†α, φˆ]←→ −∂αφ.)
In section 3, we showed that L0 (given by (2.15)) is in fact a derivative operator with
respect to the S1 direction which is moded out for reducing R2θ ×R2θ to R3λ. From the su(2)
algebra of R3λ, which is the algebra of angular momenta, we learn that i[Xˆ
i, . ] give the
proper derivatives, but not all of them; yet the radial derivative is not specified. In terms of
functions:
i[Xˆ i, φˆ] ←→ Liφ ≡ 〈z|i[Xˆ i, φˆ]|z〉 = i
2
σiαβ(z¯α∂¯β − zβ∂α)φ(z, z¯) . (4.1)
One can explicitly show that Li do satisfy the Leibniz rule with respect to star products of
(2.11) and (2.18). Using (2.17) one can re-write Li in terms of xi and ∂i, and of course the
result is the usual angular momentum operator, i.e. Li = ǫijkxj∂k.
As we discussed the radial coordinate x0 can only take discrete values of j = 0, 1
2
, 1, · · ·.
Therefore, the derivative in this direction is expected to be a discrete difference; and hence
it is not necessarily fulfilling the Leibniz rule. On the other hand we note that ∂
∂x0
, despite
being a derivative, is not a hermitian operator. One can check that the operator
∆ =
1
2
(z¯α∂¯α + zα∂α) , (4.2)
which corresponds to x0 ∂
∂x0
, is the hermitian operator which appears in the kinetic terms of
the actions. To show that ∆ is in fact acting like a discrete derivative it is enough to note
that
∆Pj = 2x
0(Pj−1/2 − Pj) = (2jPj − (2j + 1)Pj+1/2).
Hence for any arbitrary function of x
φ(xi, x0) =
∑
j=0
φj(x) =
∑
j
φ˜(x˜i) Pj(x
0) ,
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we have
PJ ⋆∆φ(x) = PJ ⋆
∑
φ˜(x˜i) ⋆∆Pj(x
0)
=
∑
φ˜(x˜i) ⋆ PJ ⋆∆Pj(x
0) = 2J(φ˜J(x˜)− φ˜J−1/2(x˜))PJ , (4.3)
which clearly shows that ∆ gives the expected discrete derivative.
We have introduced four hermitian operators which are the proper derivatives expressed
in terms of xi, x0 and can be used instead of ∂α and ∂¯α. We also note that
[L0,Li] = 0 , [L0,∆] = 0 , [Li,∆] = 0 . (4.4)
The equation (4.4) confirms our previous arguments on the reduction of the A4 algebra to
A3 and AJ .
We close this part by the comment that for the formulation of field theories one should
also include the time direction which is commutative with the space directions. The time
derivative is therefore the same as the usual.
4.2 Field Theories on R3λ × R
Along our previous discussions, given a field theory on R2θ × R2θ × R (R stands for the time
direction) the corresponding field theory on R3λ × R is obtained by restricting the fields to
be only x-dependent (or elements of A3 algebra). As an explicit example let us consider the
scalar theory on R2θ × R2θ × R
S =
∫
dt dµ(z¯, z)
(
∂tφ ⋆ ∂tφ− ∂αφ ⋆ ∂¯αφ+ V⋆(φ)
)
, (4.5)
where the star products are that of (2.11) and V⋆ is the potential term in which all the
products between φ’s are carried out with the star product of (2.11). We should remind the
reader that with the star product (2.11), unlike the Moyal star product,∫
dµ(z¯, z) f ⋆ g 6=
∫
dµ(z¯, z) fg , (4.6)
i.e. we cannot remove star product in the quadratic terms of the action. However, still we
have the cyclicity of the star product inside the integral,∫
dµ(z¯, z) f1 ⋆ f2 ⋆ · · · ⋆ fn =
∫
dµ(z¯, z) fn ⋆ f1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ fn−1 . (4.7)
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And the same is also true for the star product of (2.18):∫
d3x
x0
f1(x) ⋆ f2(x) ⋆ · · · ⋆ fn(x) =
∫
d3x
x0
fn(x) ⋆ f1(x) ⋆ · · · ⋆ fn−1(x) . (4.8)
Restricting φ to be only x-dependent, the potential term is replaced with the same
functional form of φ, with the star product of (2.18). The kinetic term is more involved,
because φ ∈ A3 (L0φ = 0), we cannot conclude that ∂αφ, ∂¯αφ ∈ A3. However, with a little
algebra one can show that
φ ⋆4φ =
1
2
φ ⋆ (x0∂i∂iφ) . (4.9)
Recalling the discussion of section 2.2, one can write the action (4.5) in terms of R3λ × R
parameters:
S =
∫
dt
d3x
πx0
{
∂tφ ⋆ ∂tφ+
1
2
φ ⋆ (x0∂i∂iφ) + V⋆(φ)
}
. (4.10)
We would like to comment that, since ∂i are not derivative operators with respect to the star
product (2.18), the spatial part of the kinetic term should be handled with a special care.
On the other hand if one tries to use the “proper derivative” (i.e. ∆,Li), as it is shown in
Appendix II, the form of kinetic terms of the action are not as simple as inserting the star
product into the commutative expressions.
4.3 Field Theories on the Fuzzy Sphere
In this section we would like to discuss how using our formalism one can study field theory
on the fuzzy sphere S2λ,J . As we have previously discussed in subsection 3.2, any function f
on R3λ can be written as
f =
∑
j
fj(x
i, x0) =
∑
j
f˜j(x˜
i)Pj(x
0) ,
where x˜i = x
i
x0
are the angular part of xi’s, and f˜j(x˜
i) is the corresponding function on S2λ,J
given by Eq.(3.20). It is easy to show that
TrPˆJ =
∑
j,m
〈j,m|PˆJ |j,m〉 =
∑
m
< J,m|J,m >
=
∫
dµ(z, z¯)PJ(z, z¯)
=
∫
d3x
πx0
PJ(x
0) = 2J + 1 ,
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which is giving the dimension of an irreducible representation of spin J . Using the above
observation one can, therefore, deduce the field theory on the fuzzy sphere starting from the
one on R3λ by simply performing the integration over x
0 and dividing the result by the factor
2J + 1 for a sphere of radius J . Then as a result we have∫
dΩ
4π
f˜1J ⋆ f˜2J ⋆ · · · ⋆ f˜nJ = 1
(2J + 1)
∫
d3x
πx0
(f1 ⋆ f2 ⋆ · · · ⋆ fn) ⋆ PJ (4.11)
where the star product of the functions defined on S2λ,J is defined in terms of the star product
(2.18) of the corresponding functions on R3λ through equation (3.20). Now the action for a
scalar field, for example, on the fuzzy sphere of a given radius J will be expressed in R3λ as
SJ =
1
(2J + 1)
∫
dt
d3x
πx0
(∂tφ ⋆ ∂tφ−Liφ ⋆ Liφ+ V⋆(φ)) ⋆ PJ , (4.12)
and as we have already explained, performing the integration over the x0 part will result in
SJ =
∫
dt
dΩ
4π
(∂tφ˜J ⋆ ∂tφ˜J −Liφ˜J ⋆ Liφ˜J + V⋆(φ˜J)) . (4.13)
Noting the fact that any (2J +1)× (2J +1) hermitian matrix can be expanded in terms
of spherical harmonic, Ylm l ≤ 2J , instead of working with matrices, spherical harmonics
are usually used for field theory manipulations on the fuzzy sphere. So, to complete our
dictionary for the fuzzy sphere, we would like to show how the Ylm’s can be expressed in
terms of x coordinates. This will automatically lead to the proper star product between the
Ylm’s. The classical spherical harmonics, are a set of orthonormal functions obeying
L2i Yl,m = l(l + 1) Yl,m ,
L3 Yl,m = m Yl,m . (4.14)
Following [8] we introduce the highest weight functions in A3 algebra †
ψl,l(x) =
∑
j
cj,l x
l
+ ⋆ Pj (4.15)
where x+ = x
1 + ix2 and cl are normalization factors. Then, by virtue of (3.16), for each
term (of specific value of j) in the sum l = 0, 1, · · · , 2j and in addition L+ψl,l = 0 for all
(l ≤ 2j). In order to reduce on the S2λ,J , one should multiply (4.15) by PJ :
ψJl,l(x) = cJ,l x
l
+ ⋆ PJ , l ≤ 2J . (4.16)
†Note that, unlike the commutative case, any function on R3λ can be expanded through the spherical
harmonics.
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Acting on ψJl,l with the operator L− will lead to the functions (4.14) ‡
Y Jl,m = Nl,m(L−)l−mψJl,l (4.17)
where m runs by integer steps over the range −l ≤ m ≤ l. Any function in S2λ,J can be
expanded in terms of Y Jl,m as
ΦJ (x) =
∑
(l,m)
al,mY
J
l,m (4.18)
where the sum over (l, m) means l = 0, · · · , 2J ;−l ≤ m ≤ l, and al,m are complex coefficients
obeying
al,−m = (−)ma∗l,m , (4.19)
which guarantees the reality condition Φ∗(x) = Φ(x). However, we note that in (4.16) still
there is x0 dependence, which can be removed by integration over x0 or simply by dividing
by PJ :
Y˜ Jl,m = Y
J
l,m/PJ , (4.20)
and therefore, any function Φ˜ on S2λ,J can be expanded as in (4.18)
Φ˜J(x) =
∑
(l,m)
al,mY˜
J
l,m , (4.21)
where now Y˜ Jl,m depend only on the angular part of x as it should be.
5 Discussion
In this paper we have constructed a dictionary which translates different descriptions of R3λ
(the set of fuzzy spheres with all possible radii) or the fuzzy spheres into each other. The fuzzy
sphere and R3λ may be studied through the operators which are functions of the coordinates
Xˆ i, the generators of the su(2) algebra. On the other hand always there is a corresponding
algebra of functions with the proper star product which is equivalent to the operator algebra.
The latter is the appropriate language for performing field theories. Starting from the four
dimensional Moyal plane and reducing that on a circle, we have constructed R3λ and from
there we read off the star product induced from the Moyal plane. Then we discussed how
‡Here we will not try to compute the exact values of the normalization factors which are very important
if one wants to do explicit field theory calculation.
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the algebra of functions on the fuzzy sphere can be realized as different sectors of the algebra
of functions on R3λ (and of course with the same star product). If we reintroduce θ in our
expressions, we would obtain a factor of θ in the exponential factor in the Eq.(2.18). Then,
it can be checked directly from the definition of our star product (2.18) that in the λ (or θ)
→ 0 limit we will find the usual product of functions.
Here we have concentrated on completing the mathematical tools. Using our results
one can easily study the field theories on a fuzzy sphere through the Moyal field theories.
As a result we would like to mention about the IR/UV mixing, which is a general feature
of noncommutative Moyal field theories. So, using our method, we expect to be able to
trace the same phenonemon for the fuzzy sphere field theories. This, in fact has been
explicitly checked by using the spherical harmonics [12, 19]. There are several interesting
open problems one can address here. Using our formulation we have a straightforward way
of introducing fermions on the fuzzy sphere, starting from the fermions on the Moyal plane.
Furthermore, we have a simple handle on the vector gauge fields on the fuzzy sphere.
The other interesting question is the solitonic solutions on the fuzzy sphere [20, 21]. In
our approach, one can easily obtain the solitonic solutions on the fuzzy sphere from the
solitonic solutions on the Moyal plane which respect the rotational su(2) symmetry. As
an explicit example we would like to note that the fuzzy sphere itself can be thought as a
solitonic solution in the Moyal field theory; as it can be identified with the projector, Pj .
We postpone a full study of such solutions to future works.
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Appendix I. Proof of some useful identities have been used in the paper
The proof for Eq.(3.16):
(x0)2l ⋆ Pj(x
0) = (x0)2lPj−l
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To show the above we should perform the star product explicitly, i.e.
(x0)2l ⋆ Pj(x
0) = (x0 +
1
2
xi
∂
∂yi
)2lPj(y
0)|y=x = (x0)2l
2l∑
n=0
C2ln (
xi
2x0
∂
∂yi
)nPj(y
0)|y=x ,
with C2ln =
(2l)!
n!(2l−n)!
. Since ∂iPj =
xi
x0
∂0Pj, where ∂0 =
∂
∂x0
is the derivative with respect to
x0, after straight forward calculations one can show that
(x0)2l ⋆ Pj(x
0) = (x0)2l
2l∑
n=0
C2ln
1
2n
∂n0Pj(x
0)
= (x0)2l(1 +
1
2
∂
∂x0
)2lPj .
On the other hand it is easy to check that
(1 +
1
2
∂
∂x0
)Pj = Pj−1/2 .
Therefore
(x0)2l ⋆ Pj(x
0) =
{
(x0)2lPj−l(x
0) for j ≥ l
0 for j < l .
Equivalently one can prove the Eq.(3.16) using the operator language. From Eq. (3.6) it
follows that
: (xˆ0)2l : Pˆj = (
1
2
)2la†α1 · · · a†α2laα1 · · · aα2l Pˆj = (
1
2
)2la†α1 · · · a†α2lPˆj−laα1 · · · aα2l .
Applying the coherent states we will find Eq.(3.16).
Some more identities
xiJ ⋆ x
j
J = x
i ⋆ xj ⋆ PJ(x
0) = (xixj +
1
2
(δijx0 + iǫijkxk)) ⋆ PJ(x
0)
= xixj
1
(2J − 2)!e
−2x0(2x0)2J−2 +
1
2
(δijx0 + iǫijkxk)
1
(2J − 1)!e
−2x0(2x0)2J−1
=
[
J(J − 1
2
)x˜ix˜j +
1
2
J(δij + iǫijkx˜k)
]
PJ ,
and
x0J ⋆ x
0
J = x
0x0
1
(2J − 2)!e
−2x0(2x0)2J−2 +
1
2
δijx0)
(2J − 1)!e
−2x0(2x0)2J−1
= (
2J(2J − 1)
4
+
J
2
) ⋆ PJ = J
2PJ
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from which we deduce
~xJ ⋆ ~xJ = δijx
i
J ⋆ x
j
J = (x
0)2
1
(2J − 2)!e
−2x0(2x0)2J−2 +
3
2
x0
1
(2J − 1)!e
−2x0(2x0)2J−1
= x0J ⋆ (x
0
J + 1) = J(J + 1)Pj(x
0) .
An other important relation is the star product between x0 and x˜i
x0 ⋆ x˜i = (x0 +
1
2
xj
∂
∂xj
)x˜i
= x0x˜i +
1
2
xj(
δij
x0
− x
ixj
(x0)3
)
= x0x˜i = x˜i ⋆ x0 ,
which in turn results in Eq.(3.24). Then using the above relations one can check that
(xi)2l ⋆ PJ(x
0) = (x˜i)2l ⋆ (x0)2l ⋆ PJ(x
0) = (x˜i)2l ⋆ ((x0)2lPJ−l(x
0)) = (xi)2lPJ−l(x
0) .
Appendix II. More on kinetic terms
If we write the kinetic terms of the four dimensional theory as
φ ⋆4φ ,
where
4 = ∂α∂¯α .
Then, for φ’s with L0φ = 0, in terms of the three dimensional derivatives we have:
−φ ⋆ (x04φ) = φ ⋆ (LiLi +∆∆)φ+ φ ⋆∆φ .
The last term φ⋆∆φ is there because ∆ is not a derivative (or in other words, it is a discrete
derivative in the radial direction). On the other hand, we note that
x04φ = 4(x
0φ)− φ−∆φ .
Consequently, we obtain
−φ ⋆4(x0φ) = φ ⋆ (LiLi +∆∆)φ+ φ ⋆ φ.
As another way of writing the kinetic term we have
∫
φ ⋆∆φ =
∫ (
1
2
∂αφ ⋆ ∂¯αφ− φ ⋆ φ
)
= −1
2
∫
φ ⋆ [(4 + 2)φ] .
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